LEO SARIO
to R, is assumed to consist of a finite number of closed analytic Jordan curves. On α 0 , let /be a real single-valued function, harmonic in an open set containing α 0 .
LEMMA 1. There exists always a harmonic single-valued function u in G with the following properties:
1°. u takes on the values f on α 0 .
2°. u is bounded in G and satisfies
( 1) min / < u < max /. α 0 α 0 3°. u has a finite Dirichlet integral over G, (2) D(u) = JJ |grad u\ 2 dx dy < oc.
Here z -x + iy is a local uniformizer of R.
4°. The period along a 0 of the harmonic function v, conjugate to u, vanishes,
ί dv = 0.
Ja 0
Proof. If G is compact, the lemma is evident. Suppose now G is noncompact.
We form an exhaustion G ι C G 2 C G 3 C •• of G, such that the boundary of G n consists of α 0 and a set a n of closed analytic Jordan curves tending, for n-»oc, to the ideal boundary of G. Let u n be a harmonic function in G n which coincides with / on α 0 and assumes on a n a constant value c n . By Schwarz's reflexion principle, it is easy to see that u n is harmonic still on a Q + a n .
We fix the constant c n as follows. We observe that u n depends continuously on c n . The same is also true for the normal derivative du n /dn on α 0 and, consequently, for r r dv n r du n I dv n = / -ds = / -ds, Thus, there must exist a value c n such that min / < c n < max /, and such that the integral (4) vanishes. In the sequel we suppose that the constant c n has been selected according to this condition. We have then in G n the uniform estimate
In the sequence of the uniformly bounded functions u n9 there is a subsequence which converges uniformly in every closed subdomain of G to a singlevalued function u, harmonic on G + α 0 .
In order to see that u is uniquely determined, we shall prove that the sequence ί u n \ itself, not only a subsequence, converges. Let x n be the harmonic function in G n with x n = 0 on α 0 , Hence we can confine our attention to the case x jέ 0. By Green's formula where y n is the harmonic conjugate of x ny we have Jan /σ 0 (6) *" = -flence c n converges to a unique constant c. Now let z be an arbitrary (fixed)
For sufficiently large n, z is an interior point of G n . Let g n be the
Green's function of G n with the logarithmic pole at z. Draw a small circle C about z. The Green's formula
where h n is the harmonic conjugate of g n , yields, if we let C shrink to the point z,
This shows the convergence of u n {z) and thus uniqueness of u.
In order to prove that the function u satisfies the conditions 1° -3°, we note that the u n converge uniformly even on the closure of G n In fact, for 6> 0 and for m, q sufficiently large, we have {u m -iiq) < 6 on a n ; and on a 0 this difference vanishes. By the maximum principle, the Cauchy criterion is fulfilled on the closure of G n . In view of the harmonic boundary values and Schwarz's reflexion principle, the convergence is uniform even in a domain slightly extended beyond α 0 and a n . From this we conclude that all derivatives of u m converge in the closure of G n .
From the uniform convergence it follows that u takes on the value / on a 0 .
The condition 2° is guaranteed by (5). In order to study the condition 3° we observe that, for p > 0,
n -* 00 jι -• 00 p -• 00
where D refers to G and D n to G n . We have
In this expression, we have
•Όt n + p Ja n+p Ja 0
Since the integral on the right in (9) extended over a Q converges because of the -uniform convergence of the u n and grad v n9 this integral is uniformly bounded.
Hence, the condition 3° is fulfilled.
The condition 4° follows again by the uniform convergence of grad v n on α 0 .
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. Let now u n be a harmonic function in G n which vanishes on α 0 and assumes a constant value d n on a n , such that the period of the conjugate function v n of u n is (12) f dυ n = \.
This choice is always possible, since the value of the foregoing integral is proportional to d n . Obviously u n is a multiple of the harmonic measure of a n .
On the other hand, for the functions u n +p, positive in G n+ι , we can use Ijarnack's principle, which can be expressed, in the present case, as follows. For all the functions u n+p9 there is a constant M < oc such that, on a n , interior to G n+ lf
Hence, by (13) and Thus, by the maximum principle, the functions u n +p are uniformly bounded in G n and form a compact family.
Oscillation of functions.
In order to prove the convergence of the alternating functions, we still need a lemma concerning oscillations of functions.
Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surface and R o a compact closed point-set on /?. Consider all single-valued harmonic functions u on R, Proof. For the two cases S( u, R) = 0 and S{u 9 R) = oc, the proposition (17) is evident; thus, it suffices to consider bounded nonconstant functions u. We normalize these functions, without loss of generality, by adding a constant and multiplying by a constant such that (18) sup u = 1, inf u = 0.
R R
This being done, we have to prove the existence of a constant q < 1 such that S(u, R Q ) < q. If such a constant did not exist, there would be a sequence of functions u l9 u 29 u 3 , ••• such that (19) lim S{u n , R o ) = 1, n and, consequently,
max u n -> 1, min u n -* 0.
Among the functions u n9 uniformly bounded on /?, one can select a subsequence, say again {u n }, which tends uniformly to a function u*, harmonic and singlevalued on /?. The points P n and Q n where u n assumes maximum and minimum values, respectively, on the closed set R o , accumulate at some points P* and
It is easily seen that (22) α*(P*) . 1 and α*((?*) = 0.
In fact, if u*(P*) were < 1, let € be a positive constant, £ < 1/2( 1 -u*(P*)).
By the continuity of u* 9 there would be a neighborhood K of P* such that, at each point P of X, »*(P) < u*(P*) + e.
On the other hand, by the definition of P Λ , for sufficiently large n,
and the points P n lie on K. Thus, at these points P n , one would have
in contradiction to the uniform convergence of the u n to u*. This proves the first equality (22). The second one is proved in the same manner.
Consequently, the function u* would be harmonic, single-valued, and nonconstant on /?, and would assume its maximum and minimum values at interior points of./?. This violation of the maximum principle disproves our antithesis. The lemma follows.
5. The existence theorem. After these preparations we are able to establish existence of the harmonic functions in question on the whole surface. Let R o be a subdomain of R whose relative boundary, that is, the set of boundary points interior to /?, consists of a finite set of closed analytic Jordan curves. The complement G as R -R Q then consists of a finite number m of disjoint domains G ( (i as 1, 2, •• , m) , compact or not. Let now α t be the common part of the boundaries of R o and G t .
In each G { , let u t be a given function, vanishing on α;, harmonic, singlevalued and nonconstant in a neighborhood of α/, having otherwise arbitrary singularities and, in case G( is noncompact, an arbitrary behaviour at the common 
Let /\ be the harmonic function in R coinciding with u^ on i t . We then form again by the procedure of Lemma 1 a harmonic function A ι2 * n &i which assumes the values /\ on α; and has the corresponding boundedness properties. We thus obtain successively a sequence of functions hι n and U( n in G t , and f n in R , de- 
R
We shall now prove the latter relation.
Let %ι be, in Hi -R n Gj, the harmonic function vanishing on α β and assuming the constant value 1 on 6 t . Let y; be the conjugate function of #;. The condition (30) On the other hand, the formula
gives, in view of (23) 
Jb έ Jb t
This yields the desired equality (31).
The problem of convergence of f n has herewith been reduced to the estimation of the oscillation S(f n + p -f n ; b). We have first The right side tends to zero, independently of p. By (29), Cauchy's criterion is satisfied and the uniform convergence of the functions f n to a single-valued harmonic function /in R has been proved.
The convergence of the functions A ίΓί follows immediately. In fact, the relation (38), applied to the difference h^n +p ) -h in , gives
G i a
This implies, by the convergence of f n , that of hι n . The limit function A; is harmonic and single-valued in G;. The corresponding limit of the functions w lΛ is u i + hi* where we use again ιi{ instead of w ί0 .
The functions / and U( + hi are identical in H( = R n Gι. In fact, the difference f n -uι n vanishes on b( and coincides with f n -f n^ι on α;, thus tending to zero on α^ + b( and hence on HD enote in the sequel by /the function thus obtained on the whole surface /?.
It remains to show that it satisfies the conditions 1° -2° of the theorem.
Since the difference /-uι -hi is harmonic and single-valued in G;, the same is true of the function / except at the singularities of u^ We shall show that / does not reduce to a constant.
Let hi be the harmonic function in Gj, constructed by the procedure of Lemma 1 to coincide with A £ = /-U( on α;. Then h[~ hι n is the function in G; corresponding, by this procedure, to the values Λ/-hι n on α t . By the relations
valid in Gj, and by the convergence hι n -> A/ on α t , the functions A ίπ converge uniformly to A f in G t ; that is, Aj = A;. By Lemma 1, this implies that (45) min / < A; < max /. aι aι
If now / were constant, the same would be the case with Aj, hence also with uι = /-Aj, contrary to our assumptions. This proves the property 1°. To prove this, we have only to select as the domain R o of our theorem a region interior to A n B, separating the two boundary curves of the latter, and the existence of /is assured.
In several related problems, an extremal method [14] seems to be more powerful than the alternating methods. A comparative survey on these methods was given in [15] .
